
                                                                                                                                                                                             

Press Release 

For Immediate Release 

 

Royal Pacific Hotel joins hands with Japanese reputable  

cosmetic brand – RMK presenting “Stone Blossom” Afternoon Tea 

 

(9 August 2019 – Hong Kong) Famed for offering contemporary Australian cuisine, Pierside Bar & 

Restaurant at Royal Pacific Hotel joins hand with RMK, the celebrated Japanese make-up and skin care 

brand, launching the enchanting “Stone Blossom” Afternoon Tea, inspired by RMK’s AW 2019 

collection – Stone Blossom. This newly launched afternoon tea will be available every Saturday, Sunday 

and Public Holiday between 3pm and 5:30pm from 17 August to 29 September 2019. 

 

Inspired by the concept of RMK’s latest make-up collection – Stone Blossom Autumn/Winter 2019 and 

new Creamy Foundation, Executive Chef Danny Lai at Royal Pacific Hotel has designed a palatable 

array of sweet and savoury delicacies in the hues of marble and nature, lighting up your afternoon with 

shimmer and moisture.  

 

The photogenic ‘Stone Blossom’ Afternoon Tea presents a fascinating spread of sweet delights featuring 

White Meteor (the irresistible marble strawberry mille-feuille); Dessert Queen (refreshing caramelised 

orange quiche); Cameo Peach (the ruby-pink macaron disguise rouge powder box cases); Touch Day 

(the smooth as silk mousse made with delicate Japanese white peach); Natural Mood (Apple mochi and 

mocha tea tart); and the luscious Hokkaido yuzu ice cream. The Pink heart-shaped cranberry scone 

served with preserved raspberry jam and crème fraiche is surely a classic titbit of an afternoon tea set for 

you to enjoy with your besties. Let your taste buds immerse in a selection of savoury treats, including 

Deep-fried Almond and Crab Meat Quenelle with Avocado Dip, Takoyaki Octopus Balls and 

Japanese Chawanmushi (Sous vide egg custard with foie gras). 

   

Complete your afternoon indulgence with a glass of sparkling rose wine or your choice of selected tea.  

Every two guests will receive a complimentary RMK Best-Seller Quartet Travel Set (valued at HK$495), 

including RMK Makeup base , RMK Liquid foundation, RMK Clear cream soap and RMK Cleansing Balm, 

during the promotion period upon patronage. Complimentary RMK gift set is only available while stock 

last. 

 

Stone Blossom Afternoon Tea  
Price: HK$438 for two persons including two glasses of sparkling rosé wine 
Date: 17 August to 29 September 2019 (Saturdays, Sundays and Public Holidays) 
Time: 3pm – 5:30pm 
All prices are subject to 10% service charge 



                                                                                                                                                                                             

Restaurant information: 

Pierside Bar & Restaurant 

Telephone: (852) 2738 2398 

Email: pierside@royalpacific.com.hk 

Address: 
Upper Lobby, Towers Wing, Royal Pacific Hotel, China Hong Kong City, 33 Canton 
Road, Tsimshatsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong 

 

 

 

 

 

「Stone Blossom」Afternoon Tea  Pierside Bar & Restaurant 

 
For high resolution images, please download from below link: http://bit.ly/piersidexrmk2019 
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About Royal Pacific Hotel  
Located on Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui in Kowloon, Royal Pacific Hotel provides high-quality 
accommodation, food & beverage, and other hospitality services. The hotel provides an enticing 
array of dining options, including Café on the PARK which serves all-day international buffets, 
the award-winning Satay Inn which provides authentic Singaporean cuisine, the sleek and chic 
Pierside Bar & Restaurant known for its contemporary Australian fare, and PARK Deli which 
offers a tempting array of freshly-baked pastries and choice of sandwiches. Other facilities 
include 8 function spaces to suit the needs of business and leisure travellers. 
 
About Sino Hotels 
Sino Group comprises three listed companies in Hong Kong, namely Sino Land Company 
Limited (HKSE: 83), Tsim Sha Tsui Properties Limited (HKSE: 247) and Sino Hotels (Holdings) 
Limited (HKSE: 1221) and private companies owned by the Ng Family.  
 
Sino Hotels collectively refers to hotels owned and / or managed under Sino Group, it 
encompasses over 3,600 guestrooms and suites in ten hotels across Hong Kong, Singapore 
and Australia. The growing portfolio includes seven hotels in Hong Kong, namely Royal Pacific 
Hotel, City Garden Hotel, Hong Kong Gold Coast Hotel, Island Pacific Hotel, The Pottinger 
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Hong Kong, The Olympian Hong Kong and Conrad Hong Kong, as well as three in Asia-Pacific, 
namely The Fullerton Hotel Singapore, The Fullerton Bay Hotel Singapore and The Westin 
Sydney.  Sino Hotels also owns and operates the exclusive Gold Coast Yacht & Country Club in 
Hong Kong. 
 
As a trusted brand of the hospitality industry, each property in Sino Hotels’ portfolio offers a 
unique experience while sharing the mission of providing the best possible services and 
facilities to create a home away from home. www.sino-hotels.com 
 
About RMK  
RMK is now one of the leading cosmetics brands in the Beauty industry, and the top selling 
Makeup Artist brand in Japan, which is a unique cosmetics line that holds firm roots within the 
New York make-up artistry scene and is carefully brought to life in dedicated laboratories in 
Japan since 1997. 
 
Seasonal collections, a vibrant spectrum of eyeshadow, cheek colours and lipsticks, fresh 
scents, natural edible ingredients, brand’s signature dewy natural glowing translucent skin, 
technologically advanced foundations and skincare. All of these rich and diverse elements are 
carefully put together to create RMK, with every product designed to create a feast for the 
senses, is simple and fun to use and above all delivers professional results. 
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